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The Devil's Cup
The medical historian documents the long-term use of cocaine by psychoanalysis founder Sigmund Freud and surgical
pioneer William Halsted, revealing how their addictions played integral roles in their world-changing careers.

How to Make Coffee
"Looking at men considers how art, medicine, and sport in the 19th century overlapped to reinforce notions of masculinity.
Through a shared violence of human dissection, pugilism, and war, men in artistic and medical professions secured their
masculine status and professional authority. This volume scrutinizes the relationships between the heteronormative, the
homosocial, and the homoerotic in art and depictions of anatomy. Close analysis of works by Cezanne, Courbet, Degas,
Delacroix, Gericault, Millet, Pissarro, and others offers fresh insight, reinforced by parallels illustrated in literary descriptions
of bodies in Frankenstein, Jekyll and Hyde, and Sherlock Holmes. Anthea Callen examines how ideas of healthy male
"normality" and a modern virile masculinity were constructed and negotiated through these artistic and literary
representations; she also measures these virile body images against actual, classed, or racialized male bodies, delivering
lively scholarship that spans art history, history of science, literature, and anthropology, as well as studies of masculinity
and sexuality" -- source : éditeur.

Metabolism
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"A sensitive and forthright analysis of one of the most gruesome episodes in Florida history McGovern has produced a richly
detailed case study that should enhance our general understanding of mob violence and vigilantism." -- Florida Historical
Quarterly "[McGovern] has succeeded in writing more than a narrative account of this bloodcurdling story; he has explored
its causes and ramifications." -- American Historical Review "A finely crafted historical case study of one lynching, its
antecedents, and its aftermath." -- Contemporary Sociology First published in 1982, James R. McGovern's Anatomy of a
Lynching unflinchingly reconstructs the grim events surrounding the death of Claude Neal, one of the estimated three
thousand blacks who died at the hands of southern lynch mobs in the six decades between the 1880s and the outbreak of
World War II. Neal was accused of the brutal rape and murder of Lola Cannidy, a young white woman he had known since
childhood. On October 26, 1934, a well-organized mob took Neal from his jail cell. The following night, the mob tortured
Neal and hanged him to the point of strangulation, repeating the process until the victim died. A large crowd of men,
women, and children who gathered to witness, celebrate, and assist in the lynching further mutilated Neal's body. Finally,
the battered corpse was put on display, suspended as a warning from a tree in front of the Jackson County, Florida,
courthouse. Based on extensive research as well as on interviews with both blacks and whites who remember Neal's death,
Anatomy of a Lynching sketches the social background of Jackson County, Florida -- deeply religious, crushed by the
Depression, accustomed to violence, and proud of its role in the Civil War -- and examines which elements in the county's
makeup contributed to the mob violence. McGovern offers a powerful dissection of an extraordinarily violent incident.

Food Anatomy
DIVAnatomy of Design dissects fifty examples of graphic design piece by piece, revealing an array of influences and
inspirations. These pieces represent contemporary artifacts that are well conceived, finely crafted, and filled with hidden
treasures. Some are overtly complex. Others are so simple that it is hard to believe thereâ€™s a storehouse of inspiration
hidden underneath. The selections include all kinds of design work including posters, packages, and more. Each exhibit is
selected for its ubiquity, thematic import, and aesthetic significance, and every page shows howgreat work is derived from
various inspirational and physical sources, some well-known, some unknown./div

Tom Cruise: Anatomy of an Actor
This mesmerizing literary novel is written with all the emotional precision and intimacy that have won Hisham Matar
tremendous international recognition. In a voice that is delicately wrought and beautifully tender, he asks: When a loved
one disappears, how does that absence shape the lives of those who are left? “A haunting novel, exquisitely written and
psychologically rich.”—The Washington Post Nuri is a young boy when his mother dies. It seems that nothing will fill the
emptiness her death leaves behind in the Cairo apartment he shares with his father—until they meet Mona, sitting in her
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yellow swimsuit by the pool of the Magda Marina hotel. As soon as Nuri sees Mona, the rest of the world vanishes. But it is
Nuri’s father with whom Mona falls in love and whom she eventually marries. Their happiness consumes Nuri to the point
where he wishes his father would disappear. Nuri will, however, soon regret what he’s wished for. When his father, a
dissident in exile from his homeland, is abducted under mysterious circumstances, the world that Nuri and his stepmother
share is shattered. And soon they begin to realize how little they knew about the man they both loved. “At once a probing
mystery of a father’s disappearance and a vivid coming-of-age story . . . This novel is compulsively readable.”—The Plain
Dealer “Studded with little jewels of perception, deft metaphors and details that illuminate character or set a scene.”—The
New York Times “One of the most moving works based on a boy’s view of the world.”—Newsweek “Elegiac . . . [Hisham
Matar] writes of a son’s longing for a lost father with heartbreaking acuity.”—Newsday Don’t miss the conversation between
Hisham Matar and Hari Kunzru at the back of the book. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE Chicago
Tribune • The Daily Beast • The Independent • The Guardian • The Daily Telegraph • Toronto Sun • The Irish Times Look for
special features inside. Join the Circle for author chats and more. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Hisham
Matar's In the Country of Men.

Anatomy of a Premise Line
Welcome to the museum that is always open to explore Step inside the pages of Anatomicum to enjoy the experience of a
museum from the comfort of your own home. The 2019 offering from Welcome to the Museum guides readers through the
human body, from the muscles we use to show emotion, to the delicate workings of the brain. With sumptuous artwork by
Katy Wiedemann and expert text by professor Dr Jennifer Z Paxton, this beautiful book is a feast of anatomical knowledge.

The Anatomy of Severe Weather
Geared towards the modern cocktail enthusiast, this vibrant book explores the fascinating world of pisco (pronounced PEESko), a South American mixable white spirit distilled from grapes, which is among the hottest trends in spirits today. Colorful
photos and stories capture the fun, beauty, and passion of the land and people that give life to this multifaceted spirit,
along with detailed excursions into the dynamic elements of pisco's story—the diverse range of approaches and styles that
go into producing it, the legendary personalities who craft it, and the excitement for it among today’s leading mixologists.
Also included are nearly 50 spectacular pisco cocktail recipes from leading bar chefs and mixologists from the United States
and Peru.

The Pisco Book
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Coffee: A Comprehensive Guide to the Bean, the Beverage, and the Industry offers a definitive guide to the many rich
dimensions of the bean and the beverage around the world. Leading experts from business and academia consider coffee’s
history, global spread, cultivation, preparation, marketing, and the environmental and social issues surrounding it today.
They discuss, for example, the impact of globalization; the many definitions of organic, direct trade, and fair trade; the
health of female farmers; the relationships among shade, birds, and coffee; roasting as an art and a science; and where
profits are made in the commodity chain. Drawing on interviews and the lives of people working in the business—from
pickers and roasters to coffee bar owners and consumers—this book brings a compelling human side to the story. The
authors avoid romanticizing or demonizing any group in the business. They consider basic but widely misunderstood issues
such as who adds value to the bean, the constraints of peasant life, and the impact of climate change. Moving beyond
simple answers, they represent various participants in the supply chain and a range of opinions about problems and
suggested solutions in the industry. Coffee offers a multidimensional examination of a deceptively everyday but extremely
complex commodity that remains at the center of many millions of lives. Tracing coffee’s journey from field to cup, this
handbook to one of the world’s favorite beverages is an essential guide for professionals, coffee lovers, and students alike.
Contributions by: Sarah Allen, Jonathan D. Baker, Peter S. Baker, Jonathan Wesley Bell, Clare Benfield, H. C. "Skip"
Bittenbender, Connie Blumhardt, Willem Boot, Carlos H. J. Brando, August Burns, Luis Alberto Cuéllar, Olga Cuellar, Kenneth
Davids, Jim Fadden, Elijah K. Gichuru, Jeremy Haggar, Andrew Hetzel, George Howell, Juliana Jaramillo, Phyllis Johnson,
Lawrence W. Jones, Alf Kramer, Ted Lingle, Stuart McCook, Michelle Craig McDonald, Sunalini Menon, Jonathan Morris, Joan
Obra, Price Peterson, Rick Peyser, Sergii Reminny, Paul Rice, Robert Rice, Carlos Saenz, Vincenzo Sandalj, Jinap Selamat,
Colin Smith, Shawn Steiman, Robert W. Thurston, Steven Topik, Tatsushi Ueshima, Camilla C. Valeur, Geoff Watts, and
Britta Zeitemann

Looking at Men
This groundbreaking book provides the first systematic comparison of America’s modern wars and why they were won or
lost. John D. Caldwell uses the World War II victory as the historical benchmark for evaluating the success and failure of
later conflicts. Unlike WWII, the Korean, Vietnam, and Iraqi Wars were limited, but they required enormous national
commitments, produced no lasting victories, and generated bitter political controversies. Caldwell comprehensively
examines these four wars through the lens of a strategic architecture to explain how and why their outcomes were so
dramatically different. He defines a strategic architecture as an interlinked set of continually evolving policies, strategies,
and operations by which combatant states work toward a desired end. Policy defines the high-level goals a nation seeks to
achieve once it initiates a conflict or finds itself drawn into one. Policy makers direct a broad course of action and strive to
control the initiative. When they make decisions, they have to respond to unforeseen conditions to guide and determine
future decisions. Effective leaders are skilled at organizing constituencies they need to succeed and communicating to them
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convincingly. Strategy means employing whatever resources are available to achieve policy goals in situations that are
dynamic as conflicts change quickly over time. Operations are the actions that occur when politicians, soldiers, and
diplomats execute plans. A strategic architecture, Caldwell argues, is thus not a static blueprint but a dynamic vision of how
a state can succeed or fail in a conflict.

Coffee
Anatomy in Black is a sophisticated coffee table book for anatomy lovers. It illustrates the beauty of human anatomy
reflected in a contemporary hardback book, created entirely in black and gold. Traditional anatomical imagery is given a
new lease of life through modern interpretation in this stylish publication. This makes this book a perfect companion for
those interested in anatomy, regardless of their previous knowledge of the subject matter.

Anatomy of a Disappearance
The definitive guide to the extraordinary world of coffee from growing and roasting to brewing and serving the perfect cup.
This is the ultimate guide to the history, science and cultural influence of coffee according to coffee aficionado and master
storyteller Tristan Stephenson. You’ll explore the origins of coffee, the rise of the coffee house and the evolution of the café
before discovering the varieties of coffee, and the alchemy responsible for transforming a humble bean into the world’s
most popular drink. You’ll learn how to roast coffee at home in the fascinating Roasting section before delving into the
Science and Flavour of Coffee and finding out how sweetness, bitterness, acidity and aroma all come together. You’ll then
get to grips with grinding before learning about the history of the espresso machine and how to make the perfect espresso
in the Espresso chapter. Discover how espresso and milk are a match made in heaven, yielding such treasures as the Latte,
Cappuccino, Flat white and Macchiato; you’ll also find out how to pour your own Latte art. Other Brewing Methods features
step-by-step guides to classic brewing techniques to bring the coffee to your table, from a Moka pot and a French press to
Aeropress and Siphon brewing. Finally, why not treat yourself to one of Tristan’s expertly concocted recipes. From an
Espresso Martini to a Pumpkin Spice Latte and Coffee Liqueur to Butter Coffee, this really is the essential anthology for the
coffee enthusiast.

The Smartphone
7.44 x 9.69, wide ruled, lined composition book, 200 pages, for coffee lovers

Anatomy of Victory
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How to Make Coffee explores the scientific principles behind the art of coffee making, along with step-by-step instructions of
all the major methods, and which beans, roast, and grind are best for them. This book also covers topics such as: The
history of the bean Chemical composition Caffeine and decaf Milk Roasting and grinding Machines and gadgets . . . and
many more Caffeine is the most widely consumed mind-altering molecule in the world; we cannot get enough of it. How is it
that coffee has such a hold? Its all in the chemistry; the molecular structure of caffeine and the flavour-making phenols and
fats that can be lured out from the bean by roasting, grinding and brewing. Making good coffee depends on understanding
the science: why water has to be at a certain temperature, how roast affects taste, and what happens when you add cream.
This book lays out the scientificprinciples for the coffee-loving non-scientist; stick to these and you will never drink an
ordinary cup of joe again.

The Land of Stone Flowers
This is the anatomy of our being. This is our flesh, our muscles, our sinews and our limbs all tangled up beside each other.
And this, is what they found when we left it all behind.

Coffee
" the definitive guide to what properly messes us up." ― SFX Magazine "Glasby anatomises horror's scare tactics with keen,
lucid clarity across 34 carefully selected main films – classic and pleasingly obscure. 4 Stars." ― Total Film The Book of
Horror introduces you to the scariest movies ever made and examines what makes them so frightening. Horror movies have
never been more critically or commercially successful, but there’s only one metric that matters: are they scary? Back in the
silent era, viewers thrilled at Frankenstein and Dracula. Today, the monsters may have changed, but the instinct remains
the same: to seek out the unspeakable, ride the adrenaline rush and play out our fears in the safety of the cinema. The
Book of Horror focuses on the most frightening films of the post-war era – from Psycho (1960) to It Chapter Two (2019) –
examining exactly how they scare us across a series of key categories. Each chapter explores a seminal horror film in
depth, charting its scariest moments with infographics and identifying the related works you need to see. Including
references to more than 100 classic and contemporary horror films from around the globe, and striking illustrations from
Barney Bodoano, this is a rich and compelling guide to the scariest films ever made. The films: Psycho (1960), The
Innocents (1961), The Haunting (1963), Don’t Look Now (1973), The Exorcist (1973), The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974),
Who Can Kill a Child? (1976), Suspiria (1977), Halloween (1978), The Shining (1980), The Entity (1982), Angst (1983),
Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer (1990), Ring (1998), The Blair Witch Project (1999), The Others (2001), The Eye (2002), JuOn: The Grudge (2002), Shutter (2004), The Descent (2005), Wolf Creek (2005), The Orphanage (2007), [Rec] (2007), The
Strangers (2008), Lake Mungo (2008), Martyrs (2008), The Innkeepers (2011), Banshee Chapter (2013), Oculus (2013), The
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Babadook (2014), It Follows (2015), Terrified (2017), Hereditary (2018), It Chapter Two (2019)

The Anatomy of Being
The worldwide bestseller - 1/4 million copies sold 'Written by a World Barista Champion and co-founder of the great Square
Mile roasters in London, this had a lot to live up to and it certainly does. Highly recommended for anyone into their coffee
and interested in finding out more about how it's grown, processed and roasted.' (Amazon customer) 'Whether you are an
industry professional, a home enthusiast or anything in between, I truly believe this is a MUST read.' (Amazon customer)
'Informative, well-written and well presented. Coffee table and reference book - a winner' (Amazon customer) 'Very
impressive. It's amazing how much territory is covered without overwhelming the reader. The abundant photos and images
are absolutely coffee-table-worthy, but this book is so much more. I think it would be enjoyable for an obsessed coffee geek
or someone who just enjoys their java.' (Amazon customer) For everyone who wants to understand more about coffee and
its wonderful nuances and possibilities, this is the book to have. Coffee has never been better, or more interesting, than it is
today. Coffee producers have access to more varieties and techniques than ever before and we, as consumers, can share in
that expertise to make sure the coffee we drink is the best we can find. Where coffee comes from, how it was harvested,
the roasting process and the water used to make the brew are just a few of the factors that influence the taste of what we
drink. Champion barista and coffee expert James Hoffmann examines these key factors, looking at varieties of coffee, the
influence of terroir, how it is harvested and processed, the roasting methods used, through to the way in which the beans
are brewed. Country by country - from Bolivia to Zambia - he then identifies key characteristics and the methods that
determine the quality of that country's output. Along the way we learn about everything from the development of the
espresso machine, to why strength guides on supermarket coffee are really not good news. This is the first book to chart
the coffee production of over 35 countries, encompassing knowledge never previously published outside the coffee
industry.

Anatomicum
A behind-the-scenes account of the interconnected technology, transportation, and utility systems supporting New York City
pairs detailed graphic images with accessible explanations of behind-the-scenes mechanisms and processes for key
structures and everyday arenas. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.

The Book of Horror
Color your way to a complete mastery of veterinary anatomy with Veterinary Anatomy Coloring Book, 2nd Edition.
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Approximately 400 easy-to-color illustrations and corresponding anatomical descriptions guide you through the head, neck,
back, thorax, abdomen, extremities, reproductive organs, and many more body parts of dogs, cats, horses, pigs, cows,
goats, and birds. Plus, a new section on exotics takes you through the anatomy of ferrets, rodents, rabbits, snakes, and
lizards to ensure you are well versed in all potential household pets. With this vivid change-of-pace study tool, you have the
freedom to master veterinary anatomy in a fun and memorable way. Over 400 easy-to-color illustrations created by expert
medical illustrators shows anatomy in detail and makes it easy to identify specific structures for an entertaining way to
learn veterinary anatomy. Regional section organization (the head and ventral neck; neck, back, and vertebral column;
thorax; abdomen; pelvis and reproductive organs; forelimb; and hindlimb) allows students to easily compare the anatomy of
multiple species. Numbered lead lines clearly identify structures to be colored and correspond to a numbered list beneath
the illustration. NEW! Section on exotics covers the anatomy of ferrets, rodents, rabbits, snakes and lizards in addition to
the anatomy of dogs, cats, horses, pigs, cows, goats, and birds.

The Anatomy of the Nuremberg Trials
A history of coffee from the sixth century to Starbucks that’s “good to the last sentence” (Las Cruces Sun News). One of
Library Journal’s “Best Business Books” This updated edition of The Coffee Book is jammed full of facts, figures, cartoons,
and commentary covering coffee from its first use in Ethiopia in the sixth century to the rise of Starbucks and the
emergence of Fair Trade coffee in the twenty-first. The book explores the process of cultivation, harvesting, and roasting
from bean to cup; surveys the social history of café society from the first coffeehouses in Constantinople to beatnik havens
in Berkeley and Greenwich Village; and tells the dramatic tale of high-stakes international trade and speculation for a
product that can make or break entire national economies. It also examines the industry’s major players, revealing the
damage that’s been done to farmers, laborers, and the environment by mass cultivation—and explores the growing
“conscious coffee” market. “Drawing on sources ranging from Molière and beatnik cartoonists to the Food and Agriculture
Organization, the authors describe the beverage’s long and colorful rise to ubiquity.” —The Economist “Most stimulating.”
—The Baltimore Sun

Half in Shade
If a story is going to fail, it will do so first at the premise level. Anatomy of a Premise Line: How to Master Premise and Story
Development for Writing Success is the only book of its kind to identify a seven-step development process that can be
repeated and applied to any story idea. This process will save you time, money, and potentially months of wasted writing.
So whether you are trying to write a feature screenplay, develop a television pilot, or just trying to figure out your next
story move as a writer, this book gives you the tools you need to know which ideas are worth pursuing. In addition to the
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7-step premise development tool, Anatomy of a Premise Line also presents a premise and idea testing methodology that
can be used to test any developed premise line. Customized exercises and worksheets are included to facilitate knowledge
transfer, so that by the end of the book, you will have a fully developed premise line, log line, tagline, and a completed
premise-testing checklist. Here is some of what you will learn inside: Ways to determine whether or not your story is a good
fit for print or screen Case studies and hands-on worksheets to help you learn by participating in the process Tips on how to
effectively work through writer’s block A companion website (www.routledge.com/cw/lyons) with additional worksheets,
videos, and interactive tools to help you learn the basics of perfecting a killer premise line

Color Atlas of Cytology, Histology, and Microscopic Anatomy
A long-awaited memoir of the Nuremberg war crimes trials by one of its key participants. In 1945 Telford Taylor joined the
prosecution staff and eventually became chief counsel of the international tribunal established to try top-echelon Nazis.
Telford provides an engrossing eyewitness account of one of the most significant events of our century.

The Heights
“A winning look at the stories behind 45 pop, punk, folk, soul and country classics” in the words of Mick Jagger, Stevie
Wonder, Cyndi Lauper and more (The Washington Post). Every great song has a fascinating backstory. And here, writer and
music historian Marc Myers brings to life five decades of music through oral histories of forty-five era-defining hits woven
from interviews with the artists who created them, including such legendary tunes as the Isley Brothers’ Shout, Led
Zeppelin’s Whole Lotta Love, Janis Joplin’s Mercedes Benz, and R.E.M’s Losing My Religion. After receiving his discharge
from the army in 1968, John Fogerty did a handstand—and reworked Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony to come up with Proud
Mary. Joni Mitchell remembers living in a cave on Crete with the mean old daddy who inspired her 1971 hit Carey. Elvis
Costello talks about writing (The Angels Wanna Wear My) Red Shoes in ten minutes on the train to Liverpool. And Mick
Jagger, Jimmy Page, Rod Stewart, the Clash, Jimmy Cliff, Roger Waters, Stevie Wonder, Keith Richards, Cyndi Lauper, and
many other leading artists reveal the emotions, inspirations, and techniques behind their influential works. Anatomy of a
Song is a love letter to the songs that have defined generations of listeners and “a rich history of both the music industry
and the baby boomer era” (Los Angeles Times Book Review).

Anatomy of Design
How have smartphones shaped the way we socialize and interact? Who tracks our actions, our preferences, our movements
as recorded by our smartphones? These are just some of the questions that journalist Elizabeth Woyke answers in this
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muckraking expose.

The World Atlas of Coffee
Most of us can’t make it through morning without our cup (or cups) of joe, and we’re not alone. Coffee is a global beverage:
it’s grown commercially on four continents and consumed enthusiastically on all seven—and there is even an Italian
espresso machine on the International Space Station. Coffee’s journey has taken it from the forests of Ethiopia to the fincas
of Latin America, from Ottoman coffee houses to “Third Wave” cafés, and from the simple coffee pot to the capsule
machine. In Coffee: A Global History, Jonathan Morris explains both how the world acquired a taste for this humble bean,
and why the beverage tastes so differently throughout the world. Sifting through the grounds of coffee history, Morris
discusses the diverse cast of caffeinated characters who drank coffee, why and where they did so, as well as how it was
prepared and what it tasted like. He identifies the regions and ways in which coffee has been grown, who worked the farms
and who owned them, and how the beans were processed, traded, and transported. Morris also explores the businesses
behind coffee—the brokers, roasters, and machine manufacturers—and dissects the geopolitics linking producers to
consumers. Written in a style as invigorating as that first cup of Java, and featuring fantastic recipes, images, stories, and
surprising facts, Coffee will fascinate foodies, food historians, baristas, and the many people who regard this ancient brew
as a staple of modern life.

Window Seat
Every spring the Central United States awakens from its winter slumber and begins the tumultuous transition to summer.
The battle ground known as Tornado Alley comes to life as moisture, heat and wind come together to spawn the most
intense storms on the planet. These storms traverse the landscape with hail, tornadoes, and lightning. As storm chasers,
our mission is to capture these dynamic systems and share our experiences with you. Severe weather and the processes by
which these mammoth storms develop are to this day an inexact science. However, the research that has been done on
these storms, and experience in the field, has led to amazing developments in meteorology. How does a severe storm
form? What are the signs a tornado may be imminent? What makes one severe storm different from another severe storm?
The Anatomy of Severe Weather will visually take you through the process of severe weather using in depth explanations
and high resolution photography. * A comprehensive visual guide to severe weather including thunderstorms, supercells,
tornadoes, and lightning.* Illustrated throughout with easy to understand diagrams over high resolution photography and
Doppler high radar images. * Covers an array of topics such as climatology, weather history, and storm chasing.

The Coffee Book
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If you're religious about your coffee, you're in holy company. If you like your coffee with a bit of inspiration, a hint of humor,
and a dose of insight, you'll enjoy pouring a mug full of java and curling up with Holy Grounds. Popular author and avid
coffee drinker Tim Schenck brews just the right blend of the personal and historical as he explores the sometimes amusing
and often profound intersection between faith and coffee. From the coffee bean's discovery by ninth-century Ethiopian
Muslims to being condemned as "Satan's drink" by medieval Christians, to becoming an integral part of Passover in
America, coffee has fueled prayer and shaped religious culture for generations. In Holy Grounds, Schenck explores the
relationship between coffee and religion, moving from faith-based legends that have become entwined with the history of
coffee to personal narrative. He takes readers on a journey through coffee farms in Central America, a pilgrimage to
Seattle, coffeehouses in Rome, and a monastic community in Pennsylvania. Along the way, he examines the power of ritual,
mocks bad church coffee, introduces readers to the patron saint of coffee, wonders about ethical considerations for today's
faith-based coffee lovers, and explores lessons people of faith should learn from coffeehouse culture about building healthy,
authentic community.

Veterinary Anatomy Coloring Book
Classic fairytales get a refreshing satirical twist in this collection of illustrated stories in which gnomes, pixies, and other
fairy folk share tall tales of the strange and unbelievable human world and its inhabitants. Brimming with keen observations
and wild assumptions on human anatomy, customs, languages, rituals, dwellings, and more, The Land of Stone Flowers is
as absurd as it is astounding, examining contradictory and nonsensical human behaviors through the lens of the fantastic:
from the bewitching paper wizards who live in humans' wallets to their invisible hats, known as "moods," which cloud their
view of the world. Bursting with intricate and evocative illustrations, The Land of Stone Flowers will draw readers into a
world of fantasy and fable that slyly reveals many hidden truths about human existence.

Holy Grounds
Allen's insatiable, unquenchable curiosity drives him to explore coffee's catalytic effect upon world empires and mankind
itself.

Anatomy of Orofacial Structures
A combined text and student workbook, Anatomy of Orofacial Structures: A Comprehensive Approach, Enhanced 7th
Edition, makes it easy to understand oral histology and embryology, dental anatomy, and head and neck anatomy. Now in
full color, the book includes more than 800 images, as well as review questions and detachable flashcards for convenient,
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on-the-go study. Clear coverage provides a solid foundation for students in dental assisting and dental hygiene programs.
From longtime dental educators Richard Brand and Donald Isselhard, this book provides a complete learning package!
Comprehensive coverage of oral histology and embryology, dental anatomy, and head and neck anatomy - makes this a
single source for oral anatomy. More than 800 detailed anatomical illustrations support the material, including labeled line
drawings, radiographs, and clinical photographs.Text/Workbook format includes a perforated workbook section with chapterby-chapter questions.Removable flashcards feature an image of a tooth on one side and that tooth's identifying/important
information on the other side, providing an easy and effective study tool.A logical organization puts the most foundational
information first, starting with dental anatomy and followed by oral histology and embryology, and then head and neck
anatomy. NEW! Full-color art program features more than 800 images - illustrations, clinical photos, and radiographs.

An Anatomy of Addiction
Get your recommended daily allowance of facts and fun with Food Anatomy, the third book in Julia Rothman’s best-selling
Anatomy series. She starts with an illustrated history of food and ends with a global tour of street eats. Along the way,
Rothman serves up a hilarious primer on short order egg lingo and a mouthwatering menu of how people around the planet
serve fried potatoes — and what we dip them in. Award-winning food journalist Rachel Wharton lends her editorial expertise
to this light-hearted exploration of everything food that bursts with little-known facts and delightful drawings. Everyday
diners and seasoned foodies alike are sure to eat it up.

The Yoga Anatomy Coloring Book
A graphic tour through the inner workings of modern skyscrapers explains how they operate and how sophisticated
networks of technologies and utilities are possible within their complex structures.

The Curious Barista's Guide to Coffee
The Anatomy of an Actor series takes ten roles by a single actor, each studied in a dedicated chapter, and identifies the key
elements that made the performances exceptional - carefully examining the actor's craft for both a professional audience
and movie fans alike. Tom Cruise (born 1962), first cast by Francis Ford Coppola in The Outsiders (1983), gained
international notoriety in the mid-1980s thanks to Tony Scott's Top Gun (1986). One of the most sought-after actors in
Hollywood, Cruise has oriented his career to blockbusters, starring in Steven Spielberg's War of the Worlds (2005) and the
Mission: Impossible series (1996, 2000, 2006, 2011) An accessible text combines both a narrative and analytical dimension
and is illustrated by 300 film stills, set photographs and film sequences.
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The Anatomy Coloring Book
Includes bibliographical references and index

The Coffee Tarot Companion Book
This timeless pocket atlas is the ideal visual companion to histology and cytology textbooks. First published in 1950 and
translated into eight languages, Kuehnel's Pocket Atlas of Cytology, Histology and Microscopic Anatomy is a proven classic.
The fully revised and updated fourth edition contains 745 full-color illustrations - almost 200 more than were included in the
third edition. Superb, high-quality microphotographs and pathologic stains are accompanied by legends, informative texts,
and numerous cross-references. Key features of the updated fourth edition: More than 700 high-quality illustrations using
advanced techniques in histology and electron microscopy Practical, information Concise and focused text Key concepts
and ideas illustrated in less than 550 pages Ideal for exam preparation, this world-class book is an indispensable visual
study tool for medical, dental and biology students. It can also serve as an outstanding review and refresher text.

Anatomy in Black
Yoga instructor, massage therapist, and anatomy teacher Kelly Solloway provides an entertaining journey through the
human body, focusing on the bones, joints, and muscles used in yoga. Each anatomical feature is illustrated with a beautiful
black-and-white drawing of a yoga posture, or asana, to color, making it easy to remember their location and function.
Thirty-two flash cards enable readers to quiz themselves and study on the go.

Uncommon Grounds
Uncommon Grounds tells the story of coffee from its discovery on a hill in ancient Abyssinia to the advent of Starbucks. In
this updated edition of the classic work, Mark Pendergrast reviews the dramatic changes in coffee culture over the past
decade, from the disastrous “Coffee Crisis” that caused global prices to plummet to the rise of the Fair Trade movement
and the “third-wave” of quality-obsessed coffee connoisseurs. As the scope of coffee culture continues to expand,
Uncommon Grounds remains more than ever a brilliantly entertaining guide to the currents of one of the world's favorite
beverages.

Anatomy of a Lynching
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Talk about a fresh perspective! Perched 35,000 feet in the air, Window Seat decodes the sights to be seen on any flight
across North America. Broken down by region, this unusual guide features 70 aerial photographs; a fold-out map of North
America showing major flight paths; profiles of each region covering its landforms, waterways, and cities; tips on spotting
major sights, such as the Northern Lights, the Grand Canyon, and Disney World; tips on spotting not-so-major sights such as
prisons, mines, and Interstates; and straightforward, friendly text on cloud shapes, weather patterns, the continent's
history, and more. A terrific book for kids, frequent flyers, and armchair travelers alike, Window Seat is packed with curious
facts and colorful illustration, proving that flying doesn't have to be a snooze. When it's possible to "read" the landscape
from above, a whole world unfolds at your feet.

Anatomy of a Song
A treasure trove of lost family photos illuminates a singular perspective on family, memory, and history in this hypnotically
enjoyable memoir. When Judith Kitchen came across boxes of family photos in her mother’s closet, the discovery sparked
curiosity and speculation. “Over a ten-year period, Kitchen worked on Half in Shade, trying to come to terms with an
inherited collection of family memorabilia that enlightened as much as it confused. . . . Most compelling is her attempt to
find out the things she does not know but suspects about her mother, including an unexpected romance” (BookSlut).
Piecing together her memories with the physical evidence in the photos, Kitchen explores the gray areas between the
present and the past, family and self, certainty and uncertainty. The result is “part memoir, part speculation, part essay”
(Stuart Dybek). Half in Shade is a lyrical, ennobling anatomy of a heritage and a family; of mother-daughter relationships,
and recovery from illness. It is a voyage of memory that captures with precision the forces of the heart and mind when
“none of us knows what lies beyond the moment, outside the frame.” “Kitchen’s book lets you know what a keen eye
coupled with an alert and sensitive intelligence can see.” —Publishers Weekly “Kitchen’s collaboration with the past serves
as a reminder that we of the twenty-first century are neither the first nor the last to know heartbreak. Rather, we are simply
one more snapshot in the collage of humanity—half-blurry proof that none of us are ever truly forgotten.” —LA Review
“Behind the beautiful language Kitchen employs and the poignant moments she unearths, it’s the theme of life’s instability
that resonates most.” —Brooklyn Rail “Half in Shade is well worth the read. Together with the photographs, it offers an
entertaining, quirky, and sometimes profound trip down memory lane—even if the lane is not your own.” —TriQuarterly
Review “Half in Shade: Family, Photography, and Fate, takes an intensive look at the intent behind 20th-century
photography in general, with specific reflections on what any photo can tell us. . . . It can leave even the least nostalgic of
readers wishing they had paid more attention.” —The Quivering Pen

Anatomy of a Cappuccino
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This book is intended to help medical students prepare for examinations, particularly the United States Medical Licensing
Examination (USMLE) step 1.

The Works
The Coffee Tarot Companion is the guide to the deck by Janet and Ron Boyer.
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